1. White side up

Kite fold to centre and unfold

2. Fold and unfold

Fold preliminary base at top of model

3. 

Reverse folds

Fold one layer over

4. 

Partially petal fold...

5. 

Like step 3. Fold flap back over

Repeat steps 5-7 on the other side

6. 

Valley fold upwards
10. Valley folds...

11. ...like so

12. Reverse fold to centre

13. Fold one layer over

14. Range fold

15. Swing upwards

16. Swing down & back up

17. Repeat steps 13 - 16 on right side

18. Turn over
19. Crease

20. Creases

21. Fold up using creases as guidelines

22. Squash folds

23. Fold in half

24. Crimp to form feet

25. Like so. Fold wings down

26. Crimp head
27

i. Pull lower beak down

ii. Reverse fold to form feet

28

Fold down to reveal white eyes

FINISHED CROW

The feet will allow the model to perch on the rim of a glass or mug.